We measured the elastic response of single DNA molecules at various concentrations of the trivalent cation, spermidine. When added spermidine caused the DNA to collapse, the force-extension curves showed either plateaus or stick-release patterns depending on the concentration. The periodic stickrelease response determines a characteristic length, which may reflect toroidal supercoiling. At high concentrations of spermidine, we observed the reelongation of single molecules of collapsed DNA. Thus condensation occurs between lower and upper critical concentrations, verifying that the transition is reentrant as theoretically predicted. [18, 19] . For N c < N < N d , the short range attraction due to the correlation of surface counterions overcomes Coulomb repulsion due to the net charge of DNA, leading to condensation.
Experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] and simulations [5] suggest that attractive interactions between like charges in a polyelectrolyte solution cause charged macromolecules such as DNA, actin, and microtubule filaments to condense [6 -8] . DNA condensation may contribute to the packaging of DNA in viruses and cells, and in liposomes for gene therapy [9] . New single molecule techniques provide detailed information on intramolecular phase transitions [10, 11] . Despite substantial information on DNA condensation [12] , we still do not understand the mechanical properties of the collapsed DNA for varying polyelectrolyte concentrations. Multivalent cations such as spermidine 3 (SPD), hexaammine cobalt(III), and spermine 4 collapse or condense DNA. When polyamines induced the condensation, electron microscopy commonly reveals toroidal supercoiling [1, 13, 14] . The condensation occurs when the concentration of multivalent cations N exceeds a critical value N c at which approximately 90% of the DNA's charge is neutralized [12] . Recent studies have found new features of DNA condensation [15, 16] . For N above a critical concentration N d , DNA molecules dissolve. Nguyen et al. proposed a theory for this reentrant transition [17] based on screening of macroions by multivalent cations [18, 19] . For N c < N < N d , the short range attraction due to the correlation of surface counterions overcomes Coulomb repulsion due to the net charge of DNA, leading to condensation.
We monitored DNA extension during stretching and relaxation at various SPD concentrations. Force-extension (f-x) curves show wormlike chain (WLC) behavior for N < N c , force plateaus for N N c , and stick-release patterns for N c < N, while WLC behavior recurs for still larger N, which implies a reentrant transition at the single molecule level. The stick-release response implies a characteristic length of 300 nm for the condensed DNA, which may reflect toroidal supercoiling.
We used a dual-trap optical tweezers to stretch individual double-stranded DNA molecules of 15.7 kilobasepairs (kbp), and contour length 5:3 m [20] tethered between two protein-coated polystyrene beads [21] . The stiffness of the optical trap is 0:017 pN=nm. We have described force measurements on single DNA molecules previously [22] . We trapped one bead using a fixed laser beam and the other with a movable beam using a steppermotor controlled mirror. A charge-coupled device camera monitored both beads. We captured and analyzed images on a computer using National Institutes of Health Image software. The distance between the two bead centers determines the extension of single DNA molecules by subtracting the beads' radii. The displacement of the bead from the fixed beam spot determines the force acting on the molecule. We calibrated the force against the viscous drag on a bead using Stokes's law. We evaluated force and extension by fixing the laser beam and averaging a 10 sec time series of displacements. The extension speed between each measurement was about 0:2 m=s. We controlled the temperature around the trapping spots to 23 0:1 C.
We obtained f-x curves before and after solution exchange for concentrations of SPD from 200 M to 200 mM. The total volume of the sample cell was about 400 l with 600 l of SPD solution introduced at 1 l=s. During the exchange, we kept the DNA molecule extended to 2:3-4:8 m. Figure 1 shows the f-x curves before and after solution exchange for various N. For each condition, we repeatedly stretched and relaxed the same DNA molecule. In the absence of SPD, DNA molecules are elongated and their elastic response obeys the WLC model [23, 24] , which gives f versus the extension x in terms of the contour length L and persistence length P:
where k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature. The persistence length describes the chain stiffness. Equation (1) describes the entropic elasticity due to the reduced entropy of the stretched chain. To determine the persistence length, we fit the data to this shows that at N 200 mM, the elastic response and WLC behavior resumed. Thus, the condensation of a single DNA molecule is a reentrant transition. Figure 2 shows the width of the force plateau versus SPD concentration. To calculate the width, we used the apparent contour length L , obtained by fitting Eq. (1) using P and L as parameters, in the force range, f 2 pN. We averaged the force for extensions, x < 0:85L , only for relaxation to obtain the width of the force plateaus. Figure 2 shows that the plateau is broadest for 1 mM < N < 10 mM. : N 0 mM (before solution exchange), : first relaxation after solution exchange, ᮀ: first stretching, ᭡: second relaxation, 4: second stretching, ᭢: third relaxation, and 5: third stretching (data not shown for the third stretching and relaxation for N 500 M and 100 mM). Each data point is the average value of 20 measurements completed within 10 sec. After solution exchange, DNA molecules were initially relaxed except for N 10 mM.
FIG. 3.
Histogram of the distance between force peaks during extension. We measured the peak-peak distance for stick release for 1 mM N 100 mM. We counted 64 peak-peak distances for seven stick-release curves. Fig. 4(a) ]. Although the force remained constant at 0.7 pN for about 200 sec (range B), it then decreased gradually to 0.2 pN (range C) and after remained steady (range D). The solution exchange finished at 600 sec. Figure 4(b) shows the f-x curves long after solution exchange. A WLC elastic response recurs with no hysteresis in f-x curves for stretching and relaxation, though the persistence length at 200 mM SPD (P 25 nm) was smaller than for no SPD (P 39 nm). Thus, the transition for a single DNA molecule is reentrant and we estimate that N c 350 150 M and N d 150 50 mM. The critical spermidine concentration for collapse increases as the concentration of monovalent ions increases [2, 15, 16] . Baumann et al. observed force plateau at 100 M SPD [11] when the concentration of monovalent ions is 2 mM. Both of Baumann et al. ' s results and ours agree with previous experiments in bulk [16] .
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Nguyen et al. showed that condensation occurs within the range N c < N < N d where the short range attraction overcomes Coulomb repulsion due to the net charge of DNA, and the net charge is fully neutralized at N N 0 where DNA collapse is most favorable. At concentrations N c and N d , the short range attraction energy " equals the Coulomb repulsion energy for negatively and positively charged DNA molecules, respectively. We explain the evolution of the force during solution exchange [ Fig. 4(a) ] as follows: as N increases, the DNA molecule collapses and overshoots charge neutralization. Further increase of N causes charge inversion and finally reelongation as N exceeds N d . Thus, the DNA molecule is negatively charged before the solution exchange and positively charged after, although its WLC elastic response is similar. We calculate the energy " directly from the experimental data. Since the force is solely entropic in the uncollapsed state, the excess work for the collapsed state, The experimental and theoretical energies agree, and N 0 is almost the N at which the width of the force plateau peaks.
The force plateau both in stretching and relaxation cycles for N close to N c is equilibrated, while stick release is nonequilibrium. When N is close to N 0 the activation barrier between collapsed and elongated states is larger than k B T, so stick release appears. The stick-release f-x curves result from abrupt unfolding of collapsed structures. Similar stick release occurs in stretching the giant sarcomeric protein titin [25] , the extracellular matrix protein tenascin [26] , and the actin-binding protein filamin A [27] . The proteins' stick release is periodic with characteristic length arising from their modular structures. Baumann et al. [11] observed stick release when stretching plasmid DNA (3.8 kbp) collapsed by multivalent cations; however, the intervals between peaks varied (100 -150 nm), and longer DNA (48.5 kbp) at N 100 M had only plateaus. We observed stick release at much higher N. The distribution of stick-release periods is broader than for proteins with modular structure (Fig. 3) . Nevertheless, a peak in the distribution implies that the collapsed structures frequently unravel with a length of 300 nm, which is close to the circumference of the toroidal structure revealed by electron microscopy in condensed DNA [13, 14] . Unraveling of the toroid in well defined quanta would explain the stick-release periodicity. A simple phenomenological model reproduces the force plateaus and the stick-release patterns in the f-x curves [28] . However, we do not yet know why the DNA supercoil unravels one turn at a time. We are now visualizing DNA stick-release response to answer this question.
The intracellular concentration of polyamines is in the millimolar range. Polyamines are playing a role in regulating transcription of DNA. We plan to investigate the interaction between collapsed DNA and motor proteins such as DNA or RNA polymerase using single molecule manipulation.
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